
 
Assigment Questions – Aurea Lucia 

 

How can the fraud triangle be applied to explain Toshiba’s fraud and reveal the motives 

behind it? 

As we studied, the fraud triangle is formed by financial pressure, opportunity and rationalization. 

The first one meets the company’s profit challenges: every CEO who passed by, things didn't 

improve significantly. The second and third one are related to intentional manipulations: some 

people there found the opportunity to make more money and thought about every detail to 

cover it. 

What are the issues at Toshiba from the point of view of its stakeholders (especially the 

investors)? 

Since investors discovered the company's performance over time, the company's shares have 

been falling. Even more so after the suspicions of fraud and corruption, the consequences were 

serious, as in the example of the text: “On August 3, 2015, Toshiba was removed from the Dow 

Jones Sustainability World Index”. 

What are the ethical issues in this case? What would you do if you were in the same situation 

as the Toshiba employees?  

We can see so many ethical issues in this case. What most caught my attention was the issue of 

the company’s culture, which plenty of employees did not feel comfortable to speak with their 

managers, as management decisions could not be challenged. 

If I was at this position, I would resign, even if I received more money to stay longer.  

What options are available for the company moving forward? How can it prevent such fraud 

in the future?  

I believe that the company can move foward going through several accounting analyses, 

reformulating its staff, and not forgetting the concern with the quality of its product or service 

for society. As we studied as well, the company can promote internal control with establishment 

of responsability, segregation of duties, documentation procedures physical controls, 

independente internal verification and human resources controls. 


